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THREE-BODY FORCES, RELATIVISTIC EFFECTS, ISOBARS,AND PIONS IN NUCLEAR SYSTEMS

R. B. Wiringa

Physics Division, argonne National Laboratory, Argonne IL 60439, USA

Conventional microscopic ca lcu la t ions in nuclear physics s t a r t from a

n o n r e l a t i v i s t i c Hamiltonian of the form

H - IT. + I v (i)

where T. is the one-body kinetic energy and V j . is a two-body potential fit to

deuteron properties and low-energy scattering data. Realistic Vj. that give good

data fits can often be written in a convenient operator notation:

\i = Y ,.P i »• •\ n P (2)

where the 0?. are operators such as 1,
ft *£

«T a »O S , L«S, L , etc
(Many recent V. . use p=l,14; we refer to these as vl4 models.) The many-body

Schrodinger equation is then solved to obtain the ground state energy, wave

function, and expectation values of other quantities of interest. Such a procedure

gives a qualitative description of nuclear saturation properties, but it is now well

established that the simple H of eq.(l) is quantitatively inadequate. For example,

the light nuclei are underbound with too large a charge radius, while nuclear

matter is overbound at far too high a density. This note reviews recent studies

that go beyond the simple H of eq-(l). These include 1) the introduction of three-

nucleon potentials, 2) estimates of relativistic effects, 3) the introduction of

isobar degrees of freedom in the two-body potential, and 4) probing the influence of

pion degrees of freedom on nuclear systems.

The many-body technique used is the variational method. A variational

wave function, i|iv, is constructed as a symmetrized product of two-body correlation

operators, F^j, multiplying an unperturbed ground state <(>:

(S (3)

The F^. should reflect the correlations induced by V.., so an operator expansion

similar to eq.(2) is used:

1
where a denotes a set of variational parameters and the 0^ are some subset (such as

q=»l,8) of the operators used in eq.(2). Variational upper bounds E to the ground

state energy E

are calculated for various parameter sets a, and the lowest energy obtained selects

the best ^y. Expectation values in eq.(5) are evaluated using Monte Carlo

integration in the light nuclei, and a diagrammatic cluster expansion with Fermi-



hypernetted-chain and single-operator-chain (FHNC/SOC) summations in infinite

matter.

The effect of addiig a three-nucleon potential, v1^k»
 to H h a s been

studied in the three- and four-body nuclei, and in infinite nuclear and neutron

matter.5*6 The models studied include 1) the Tucson7 two-pion-exchange (TPE) force,

derived from *N scattering data and constrained by PCAC and low-energy theorems, and

2) various intennediate-isobat-state TPE potentials combined with phenomenological

three-nucleon-repulsion (TNR) - in particular the Urbana model V force. The Tucson

model can be visualized as arising from both S- and P-wave processes, as shown in

Fig.la-b, while the Urbana model V simulates processes such as Fig.lb-c

T
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Fig. 1

The results of binding energy caculations for H and He (coulomb force
8 9

included) for two different Vj. - the Argonne vl4 and Urbana vl4 models - are

shown in Table I, along with the results when either the Tucson or Urbana model V

potentials are added. Both V.^ give significant additional attraction to H and
4 3. 4
He, leaving "T! slightly underbound and He slightly overbound.

Table I. Binding energy of light nuclei with Argonne vl4 (Urbana vl4) in MeV

3t, 4-,

<+Tucson V

OUrbana V

Experiment

-7.0±.l (-

-8.1±.l (-8

-8.2±.l (-

-8.48

-22.1±.3 (-23.8±.2)

-29.8±.5 (-29.3±.5)

-29.6±.4 (-29.1±.4)

-28.3

In nuclear matter, however, the Tucson model gives additional attraction

at all densities, as shown in Fig. 2, thus aggravating the discrepancy with the

empirical saturation curve derived from semiempirical mass formulas. The Urbana

-odel V potential saturates matter at a much lower density with less binding,

although still some distance from the empirical curve. This improved saturation is

a strong argument for including TNR terms in V£.k, in addition to the TPE



processes. The results also indicate that the addition ol: a specific V l j k to

different V^ . models decreases the differences between the total Hamiltonians in

both matter and the light nuclei.
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Fig. 2

Calculations of neutron matter can be combined* with nuclear matter results

10 The addition of V.., to H increasesto yield the symmetry energy of matter, B.

from 26 to 29 MeV for Argonne vl4 + Urbana model V; the empirical value is 30-36

MeV. Further, the TNR term in Urbana model V significantly increases the energy of

neutron matter at high density, dominating the energy beyond p~0.3 fm . This leads

to a significant stiffening of the equation of state, and a larger maximum mass for

neutron stars.

The H results for the Tucson V^..^ shown here are in disagreenent with

some recent momentum-space Faddeev calculations, which find little change in the
11 12

binding. » To investigate rhis discrepancy, the Monte Carlo integration has also

been performed with configuration-spac2 Faddeev wave functions of the Los Alamos-

Iowa group substituted for the \|i of eq.(3). In these calculations the Tucson

Vjj k adds -1.15 MeV to the Reid soft core and -.94 MeV to the Argonne vl4

potentials, in reasonable agreement with the variational results of Table I. Also

it appears that the latest momentum-space Faddeev calculations have not

converged 12
The Faddeev wave functions give lower energies than the variational



wave functions used to date, however, which indicates a need for improvement in the

detailed structure of ~,'v.

Another possible way of going beyond the H of eq.(l) is to include

relativistic effects. This can be done by constructing a consistent relativistic

multi-body dynamics14 that has the nonrelativistic limit of eq.(l), and then

calculating corrections to this limit in powers of tn" . The relativistic

Schrodinger equation for the deuteron,

(2(p2 + m2) 1 / 2+ v) x = (2<D + v) X - Hdx (6)

where v is some d i rec t two-body i n t e r a c t i o n , can be manipulated into a more

conventional form:

E x = (p2/2m + [1 - Vm/u(Md + 2(u)]"1V) X (7)

where V=(w/m)""//2 v(u>/rar2 and E=(Md-4m2)/4m. This leads to a binding ene.by for the

deu te ron:

E = ENR + <X |v2 |x>/4m (8)

where E ^ is the normal n o n r e l a t i v i s t i c energy. For the Reid soft core p o t e n t i a l ,

ENK="2"2 M e V a n d < v 2 > / i n = 1 « 6 MeV» compared to <V>=-24.3 MeV. To make E f i t the

deuteron binding energy, V must be increased by about 8%. In the three- and four-

body systems the approximate mass operator i s

M =nm + H - i, p " r / 8 m J - I { ( p * + p * ) , V , , } / 8 m 2 ( 9 )
NR i

where HNR i s given by e q . ( l ) ; in he an extra three-body term also appears, but i t s

H - I p * / 8 m 3 - I { ( p 2 + p 2 ) , V } / 8 m
NR i i i<j i J *J

:n by e q . ( l ) ; in he an extra three-body

contribution is completely negligible. The laac two terms in eq.(9) plus the

rescaling of V constitute the r e l a t i v i s t i c corrections. They have been calculated1-^

in H and He for the Reid v8 potential using the variational Monte Carlo method

described above. The results shown in Table II indicate the re la t iv i s t ic effects

may be comparable in magnitude to the three-body potent ia ls .

Table I I . Binding energy in light nuclei for Reid v8 in MeV

<Ti+V1j> .08<V1J> -<p£/8m3> -<{(pj+p?),V£,}/8m2> E

3 | ; "6.9*.1 -4.1 -2.U 4.8 -S.6+.5

"-:e -22.4t.4 -10.7 -6.0 12.4 -26.7-fl.A

A proper treatment of the r e l a t i v i s t i c effects would of course involve

ref i t t ing V\. to two-nucleon scattering data as well, but the simple scaling used

here should provide a reasonable f i r s t estimate. Also the m"1 expansion of the

kinetic energy term probably overestimates that correction; the full r e l a t i v i s t i c

kinetic energy is more diff icul t to evaluate, however, and is left to future work.

The combination of three-nucleon potential and r e l a t iv i s t i c correction

terms may be able to fix the binding energies of both 3H and 4He, but neither



modification alone is likely to do the trick. From Table I it can be seen that the

needed correction to the two-body energy is ~ 4 times as large in He as in H. The

V, .v give a correction ~ 6 times as large, since He has four triples and is more
i JK

tightly bound. The relitivistic corrections are predominantly one- and two-body

effects and give only ~ 2.5 times as much in He as in H. A combination of the two

effects may thus be able to get both binding energies simultaneously.

An alternative to the use of phenomenological V ^ ^ to improve on the H of

eq.(l) is to add an additional degree of freedom to the NN potential: the isobar or
Q

A(1232) resonance. The isobar plays an important role in the TPE processes which

generate the intermediate-range attraction of NN interaction and also in the TPE and

TNR processes of the three-nucleon interaction. Isobar components can be generated

by a potential containing generalized one-pion-exchange (OPE) transition operators

with nNA couplings. When iterated, such a potential will simulate the contribution

of TPE box diagrams in NN scattering, and in three-body clusters will generate

contributions corresponding to the TPE and TNR processes of Fig.lb-c. Indeed, many

higher-order terms like the four-body process of Fig.Id will also be generated. The

transition potential approach does not give as accurate a theoretical picture of the

NN interaction as the dispersion theoretic models like Paris, where isobars and

higher resonances are implicitly included. However a model with explicit isobars

can fit NN data just as well, and may result in a better many-body H because of its

ability to generate many-body forces.

Many workers have studied the transition potential approach, both in

constructing Vj. and using them in many-body calculations. (See ref. 8 for a short

review.) Early work frequently considered only a few isobar components in specific

channels. Later all possible »NA and TTAA couplings were used, but frequently the

important physical feature of a repulsive core interaction in NA and Ati channels was

omitted. Little emphasis was placed on getting high-quality fits to NN data. Many-

body calculations using these models were made in lowest-order only, so the benefits

of having a better many-body H were largely lost.

Recently we have constructed three new NN potentials: a vl4 model that is

a conventional NN potential, and two v28 models with explicit isobars8. The

conventional V^j, Intended to serve as a standard for comparison, is tha Argonne vl4

model, used in the calculations discussed above. The v28 models have 28 operators,

I.e. p=l,28 in eq.(2), including an NN part with the same structure as the vl4

model, plus 12 transition operators for all possible *NA and TAA couplings and two

central operators for shore-range repulsion in NA and AA channels. The potential

structure is shown schematically in Fig.3. The tvJ V 2 8 models differ in the
2 2

strength of the *NA coupling: one has the "Chew-Low" value (f VTA/4ir)=-4(f\ ,/4TT) and
„ ifNo TTNN

is designated Argonne v28, while the other has the value (f^NA/4ir)-2.88(f^

predicted by the quark model, which we will call Argonne v28q.



(a) p = l-l (b)p = 15,16 (c) p =17,18 (d)p» 19,20

(e)p*2l-23 (f)p = 24,25 (g) p - 2 6 - 2 8

Fig. 3

Particular attention was paid to achieving a good description of NN

data. All models were fit to a recent phase shift analysis, WT81, for np data in

the range 25-400 MeV, plus deuteron properties and scattering length parameters. A

direct comparison to data was also made for some 1762 np points, including total and

differential cross sections, polarizations, etc., in the range from 5 to 330 MeV,

wit'i a x /point of ~ 1.7 for all three models. The models are essentially phase

equivalent, so differences in the results of nuclear structure calculations should

not be attributable to differences in phase shifts.

The operator form for the v28 models is convenient for nuclear structure

calculations, and they are currently being used to study the light nuclei and

m.clear matter. Preliminary variational results for nuclear matter are shown in

Fig. 2. Isobar components in ifv are generated by including transit-on operator

components in the F j . of eq.(A) corresponding to the processes of Fig.3b-d. The

energy is evaluated with generalized FHNC/SOC methods which incorporate many-body

clusters, and thus the effect of many-body forces. The calculations show a strong

saturating effect in matter, even stronger than that induced by the addition of the

Urbana V^^ to the vl4 models, resulting in a reasonable density but insufficient

binding. There is room for improvement in the many-body results, due to the

considerable flexibility in the structure of the v28 models, particularly in the

intermediate- and short-range parts of the transition, NA and AA potentials which

are not well determined by fitting low-energy NN data.

Another degree of freedom of interest is that of the pion. In nuclear

physics the pion degrees of freedom are frequently suppressed in favor of two- and

three-body potentials and two-body currents. One could hardly do otherwise without

a detailed model for nucleon structure, since a free nucleon is surrounded by a pion



field with a nonzero expectation value <n >N for the pion number operator:

n* - fn3k a 1 ^ a rkWC2ir-)3. (1°)

When A nucleons are brought together in a nucleus, t h e i r In terac t ion by OPE and TPE

processes increases the number of pions to <n1I>A, c rea t ing a pion "excess" <<$n >A:

"> • ( ID

The pion excess is intimately related to exchange currents in nuclear

electromagnetic processes, and gives a partial explanation for recently observed
c £ 2 18

differences in the deep-inelastic lepton scattering from Fe and H targets.

The pion excess can be estimated using the same static potential

approximation that leads to the OPE potential, V . This approximation yields a

nunber operator

TT

,00

.19

J (12)

whose expectation value can be taken with normal nuclear wave functions |A>. Since

IA> includes the effect of V to all orders, this is not simply a perturbation

estimate. Because the isobar plays an important role in itN interaction, we use the
I 2

Argonne v28 model for our H. and the variationally calculated |A> for H and nuclear

matter to evaluate <<$n (k)>. Thus the important physical effects of the attractive

nN V coupling and of short-range NN repulsion are brought together in a consistent

manner. The local density approximation can then be used to estimate <6n (k)> in

finite nuclei fiom the uuclear matter results. The results for <6n (k)> are shown

in Fig.4 for a variety of nuclei; the total number of extra pions/nucleon is shown

in parentheses. These results can then be used as input to the study of deep-
on

inelastic lepton scattering and other problems.
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